
Attachment 1 to Report ESD-007-20 

 

Response Type Description 

Property Fires / Explosions: Instance or destructive and uncontrolled burning 
involving structures, vehicles and open area fires, including explosion of combustible 
solids, liquids or gasses which may or may not have resulted in a dollar loss. 

Outdoor, No Loss Fires: Uncontrolled fires, outdoors, that did not result in a loss, 
injury or fatality and is not suspected to be caused by arson, vandalism or children 
playing. 

Burning Controlled: Complaint call related to outdoor controlled burning, authorized 
or unauthorized. Fire Department did not take suppression action. 

CO (carbon monoxide) False Calls: A call where it is determined that the detection 
equipment malfunctioned or there was a perceived emergency - no CO present. 

False Fire Calls: Alarm activation or fire call that when investigated, is determined to 
be as a result of equipment failure, malicious/prank, perceived emergency, accidental 
activation of alarm by a person. 

Medical/Resuscitator Call: Includes a response to a patient(s) suffering from 
asphyxia, respiratory condition, convulsions, epileptic, diabetic seizure, electric shock, 
traumatic shock, heart attack, stroke, drug related, cuts, abrasions, fractures, burns, 
person fainted, nausea and pre-hospital care such as administering oxygen, CPR, 
defibrillation, or first aid. 

Other Response: Assistance to other Fire Departments, calls cancelled on route, 
non-fire incidents where an illegal grow operation or drug operation was discovered. 

Overpressure Rupture/Explosion (No Fire): Overpressure rupture/explosion with 
no fire, e.g. steam boilers, hot water, bombs, dynamite and gas pipe. 

Pre Fire Conditions/No Fire: Incidents with no fire that involve heat or potential pre 
fire conditions, e.g. pot on stove, cooking - smoke or steam, lightening and fireworks. 

Public Hazard: Includes a response for spills and leaks of a hazardous product such 
as natural gas, propane, refrigerant, miscellaneous/unknown, gasoline or fuel, toxic 
chemical, radio-active material, power lines down or arcing, bomb, explosive removal 
standby, CO (carbon monoxide) or other public hazard. 

Rescue: A call for a person in danger due to their proximity to the occurrence and 
who is unable to self-evacuate and is assisted by Fire Department personnel, e.g. 
vehicle accident, building collapse, commercial/industrial accident, home/residential 
accident, persons trapped in elevator, water rescue or water/ice rescue.   

 


